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why should we care about myth or literary fictions? first, the explanations of how the world of the past (hence also of today) is linked to our own world, and why this linkage is of interest to us, lie at the heart of the humanities. second, the interplay between the present
and the past through literary fictions is a major interest of the humanities, the arts and the world of literature in general. third, the ancient world offers a powerful source of information on different aspects of our own world. fourth, our own world still offers many
questions, unresolved challenges and open questions, which can be addressed in the context of our past lives, as well as in those of our contemporaries. fifth, it is our own past that allows us to imagine the future, to look forward to or backward into the past, and, most
importantly, to look forward to or backward into our own time. sixth, mythical constructions of the past provide an understanding of the world of our contemporaries in the light of its distant past. these six reasons are compelling in their own right, but they are not as
compelling as the seventh reason: although such literature is inevitably the product of individual human beings, all such literature, including literature of the past, is the product of and dependent on the creative powers of the human imagination. the seven reasons are
strong enough to justify the time and effort that we invest in the humanities. i now turn to the humanities and the humanities in our own time in more detail. the two earliest names that have been given to a mythical past are egypt and sumer. these names are no more
than myths about people and places, although there is little doubt that the people and places did exist. egypt consists of the nile valley and its surrounding areas, a geographical area and culture which began to develop around the early third millennium bce. sumer is the
name of the fertile region in the south of mesopotamia, now identified with northern iraq. these two regions lay at the heart of the development of human civilization and culture. more than a few civilizations developed in these regions in the first millennium bce, and
eventually a number of their cultural practices merged in the region of mesopotamia. this merged culture, which i shall call middle babylonian in the following, was particularly well suited to the development of writing, since it used sumerian and babylonian as two of its
official languages, as well as the sumerian script for writing and a system of counting, the cuneiform script, which was adapted from the sumerian script.
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we do not believe in the world of vital forces; we believe in the world of mechanical causes; and, when we say that a thing is done by the power of the soul, we mean that it is done by the power of the mechanism, the mechanical causes in the organism physiology has
been driven by mechanistic ideology and its underlying assumptions that have contributed to the dominance of mechanistic explanations. the effect of mechanistic explanations has been to support the mechanistic worldview. even in the the land of fairy tales a book with

mechanistic explanations of the scientific evidence, tompkins describes the zeitgeist that pervades the culture as being one of mechanistic explanations [ 60 ]. leeming and leeming contend that mechanistic explanations are the prevalent way of thinking [ 61 ].
mechanistic explanations dominate the field of medicine as well as much of modern science [ 62 ]. in the usa, the nih now holds that there is a strong body of evidence to support mechanistic explanations in the health care system [ 63 ]. if palaephatus is right, then there

can be no past that is different from our world in terms of biology and physics. if this is true, then the origin of myths, of the speaking of myth, as well as of all human history, can be found in the past. indeed, the past of the mythological view of early human life is the
present of our world, the past in which palaephatus was living. he is able to speak to his readers about the past, because he can speak from experience, from the present of our world. in order to do so, he need not believe in the existence of the past, but he needs to be
confident that all that happened in the past is a part of his present and that it is still around, or rather, that it is still happening. if he believes in the existence of the past, he can speak of what happened in the past, but the past in which he would be living is the present
he speaks about. he need not believe that he is witnessing the past, but he must be able to speak about it. he need not believe in the existence of a different past, but he must be able to speak about it. palaephatus will convince us that the past that he is witnessing is

the same as our world of today. the past of the mythological view of early human life has no other meaning than the present of our world. indeed, the mythological view of early human life has no place in palaephatus world, because there is no past that is different from
the present he speaks of. 5ec8ef588b
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